Reliability of feedback mechanism based on root cause defect analysis - case study
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Abstract – The case study presented in this article focuses on the common pitfall in which many defect prevention activities fall, caused by inconsistency of data. Before any collected Root Cause Defect Analysis (RCA) data can be used reliably, an analysis of the variation due to the measurement system itself such as a Gauge R&R study, should be performed. This allows to understand the integrity of the data in terms of data consistency and validity. The RCA data collection process chosen for this case study concentrates on the RCA assessment performed by engineers independently.

1 Introduction

Understanding software (SW) quality provides vital information contributing to planning future effort for development and maintenance of software artifacts. SW quality parameters are measured throughout the SW product lifecycle both qualitatively and quantitatively. This information, influencing e.g. staffing and testing planning, can be gathered both as objective data (size of software artifacts, defect count, test case coverage, etc.) and subjective data (importance of features, modification risk, etc.). An application of using this SW quality data has been piloted and successfully implemented for test prioritization of a large SW product embedded within a mission critical system. It is therefore imperative that the data is reliable and its integrity can be trusted \cite{1}. Very importantly, we must never underestimate the impact of human factors when gathering subjective data. One example is the method of measuring SW development productivity by counting Lines Of Code (LOC), which potentially, may introduce a counter productive effect the developer contemplates: why should my code
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be optimal if my LOC productivity decreases?, see [2]. A second example focuses on the RCA itself which is more subtle in nature and will be discussed in this paper.

## 2 Relation to other works

In [3] Leszak et al. focused on defect categorization, and further improvement actions, rather than on the collection process itself. A list of randomly chosen defects was made based on the predefined criteria to obtain general understanding of SW defects and their root causes. The study consisted of separate teams focusing on the subsets of defect data. Consistency checks were performed and the analysts were asked to provide reasons for atypical behaviour or to correct the classification if it was due to misinterpretation of terms [3].

However, the question remains what should be evaluated as an atypical behaviour? If there is a project completion time pressure placed upon the developer, this may lead to processing non-conformities to cut corners. An engineer would avoid any additional effort directly unrelated to the software development process. Moreover, from the psychological perspective pressure on altering results triggers two very powerful influence mechanisms [4]: power of authority – researchers know better what atypical behavior is, and social proof – the work of others was correct. On the other hand, identified outliers should be analyzed for potential measurement error and removed from the analysis if an error exists. Altering measurements to conform to the rest of the data should not be done, as residual diagnostics could indicate possible issues with the constructed model [5].

In this article, the analysis of the agreement among engineers is presented, where exactly the same defects were evaluated independently. Assuming the conclusions about data consistency provided by independent engineers can be generalized to the results given by independent teams this case study presents the risk in data consistency incurred in a collection process.

There are several articles focused on RCA e.g. Orthogonal Defect Classification proposed by Chillarege, et al. [6], Beizer’s defect taxonomy [7], where the focus is rather on analysis of results than on data consistency and collection process.

## 3 Background

There are several questions which emerged during the root cause defect analysis process, which led to this study. What is the degree of differences among engineers in terms of experience, knowledge, specialization? How does it influence the data collection process? What can be done to diminish inconsistency and to build on the synergy, and how can this be achieved? And the most important question: what is the value of the data used as the feedback mechanism for planning of test process and maintenance effort?

The information describing software artifacts could take basically two forms:
- Objective – measurable via objective criteria (collection process is easy to automate),
- Subjective – the criteria are subjective in nature, based on human assessment.

This article focuses on assuring data integrity in the Root Cause Defect Analysis (RCA) process. An experiment was conducted to check consistency of the RCA data, which is subjective in nature.

All approaches to use the data in the common process should ensure that the results are consistent and reproducible. An experiment was conducted to check engineering assessment consistency i.e. attribute agreement analysis among operators.

## 4 Problem Description

Experiment was conducted in an environment governed by the following process.

Software releases of a given product are consecutively managed that is, for each new release a direct predecessor becomes a baseline.

Each major software release predicates a unique entity in the defect tracking application.

Each new defect is assessed for in which release it was sourced, and what releases are impacted by this defect. The target release for the defect fix is established for either the current main release and/or request for patches on previous releases. The defect fix is performed, inspected (e.g. Fagan’s inspection [8]), and then tested on all releases where it is to be introduced.

The root cause analysis process is typically performed on the defect based on the established predefined criteria (e.g. orthogonal defect classification, Beizer’s, various internal specific classifications). In this case study an internal specific RCA classification method was used.

Based on the data sets from all the root cause defect analyses, preventive actions are planned (according to the CMMI guidelines for the optimizing process [9]), and the corresponding testing processes are adjusted (see [1]).

This creates a typical feedback-loop system, see below.

![Feedback-loop system using RCA](image)

Fig. 1. A feedback-loop system using RCA.
The testing process uses the RCA data as an input for further prioritization of test cases. Any data which is used was evaluated against its validity and consistency. Any defect which is raised and being tracked in a tool is assumed to be properly assessed, fixed, and correctly root caused to avoid similar issues in the future. This activity is assigned as a responsibility to a skilled engineer who is responsible for fixing the defect. An experiment was conducted because the quality of such assessment, and its reproducibility were questioned.

5 Attribute Agreement Analysis

Each resolved defect is assessed in three distinct categories:
1. Root Cause – process root cause(s), why the defect was introduced in the first place
2. Screen Failure – reason(s) why the defect was not detected earlier during the testing process
3. Problem Type – engineering root cause(s), type/classification of the defect.

The data in all of the three categories are nominal attribute data (i.e. the outcome has two or more possible levels with no natural ordering). Six engineers were assessing twenty defects each. The assessments were performed independently of each other. The study was the first of the three independent studies. Each of them was run by entirely different teams focused on different software artifacts.

In [10] it is recommended to use 50 – 100 “parts” (distinct items being measured) in the attribute Measure System Analysis (MSA). However, in the experiment the quantity was limited to twenty items (defects) that were analyzed by one team. The reason for such an approach is that it is a very time consuming process, requiring detailed investigation of defect details. Later, the study was repeated in two more teams increasing the total number of defects analyzed to 60. However, for drawing conclusions, each of the studies has to be analyzed separately (different operators were engaged).

Reproducibility could not be analyzed because the assessment was treated as a destructive measurement. When an engineer spends a lot of time assessing the defect he remembers the result provided. From the short time perspective it is recall rather than reassessment.

Additionally, consideration was made if the information provided by the experienced technical lead can be treated as a “standard”, to which the rest of appraisers were compared.

The results were assessed “Between Appraisers”. In other words, do the appraisers’ measurements agree with each other?

The kappa statistic test (see [11, 10]) was used to assess a degree of absolute agreement among ratings. It is worth mentioning that:

- If kappa = 1, agreement is perfect,
- If kappa = 0, agreement is the same as would be accepted by chance,
- If kappa < 0, agreement is weaker than expected by chance.
Kappa > 0.9 indicates acceptable agreement; kappa < 0.7 indicates poor agreement and measurement system for defect assessment needs improvement.

6 Results

For all three categories of RCA (Process Root Cause, Screen Failure, and Engineering Problem Type) the data was analyzed and the following results were obtained in each of the three perspectives: two “standards”: measuring against the person who fixed a defect, measuring against the very experienced technical lead, and the last perspective – measuring between engineers (appraisers), with no standard defined.

6.1 Problem type

Engineering Problem Type assessment is presented in the following figures.

Fig. 2. Problem Type. Assessment agreement of appraiser vs. standard (the engineer who fixed the defect).

Fig. 3. Problem Type. Assessment agreement of appraiser vs. standard (experienced technical lead).
6.2 Root Cause

Process Root Cause analysis is presented in the following figures.

---

Fig. 4. Problem Type. Assessment agreement between appraisers (no standard defined).

Fig. 5. Root Cause. Assessment agreement of appraiser vs. standard (the engineer who fixed the defect).
Fig. 6. Root Cause. Assessment agreement of appraiser vs. standard (experienced technical lead).

Fig. 7. Root Cause. Assessment agreement between appraisers (no standard defined).
6.3 Screen Failure

*Screen Failure* analysis is presented on the following figures.

**Fig. 8.** Screen Failure. Assessment agreement of appraiser vs. standard (the person who fixed the defect).

**Fig. 9.** Screen Failure. Assessment agreement of appraiser vs. standard (the experienced technical lead).
7 Conclusions

A standard is understood as a proper assessment of a particular problem (as in the Kappa Analysis). Therefore no single standard can be readily defined as each defect is a unique entity by its nature and could be viewed differently from varying perspectives. If we try to define a standard by the person fixing a defect or by the most skilled technical lead, operators rarely agree with standard by more than 50%. Neither the experienced technical lead nor the person who fixed the defect can be perceived as a consistent “reference level”.

Establishing the so called “standard” by the skilled team will be of little value as each defect would be analyzed several times. Typically during the development cycle there is little resource available for this degree of analyses.

As bias against standard cannot be taken into account, the focus in this experiment was on an agreement between engineers (precision of measurements) instead. However, the results show that in any of the RCA categories: Root Cause, Screen Failure, Problem Type engineers could not agree with each other, so statistically data is unusable for planning further defect prevention activities. Agreement was unacceptable, as establishing assessment consistency is vital to assure proper focus and successful direction of defect prevention actions.

A twin study was performed by two more teams, which are developing other SW products, however, using the same approach for defect tracking and assessing their root
causes. The initial findings were confirmed. None of the teams in any category reached level kappa>0.7, which indicates the weakest acceptable agreement for an assessment accuracy (however unacceptable for critical decisions, because it introduces high risk).

Similar issues can be observed when people have to decide whether a defect is must-have fix for the customer or not. As a result of this criticality towards the customer, the quality organization should treat any of such defect assessments with great caution.

There are variations to consider within and between the SW engineering community: domain knowledge, experience, exposure to the problem discovered – just to name a few. These factors influence their perspectives and judgments. Similarly, the root causing process through assessing defects and assigning them to predefined categories is by itself a subjective process, adding additional variance. The difference observed was negligible whether root causing is focused on an engineering problem, process problem or test screening effectiveness. The process of collecting the data itself brought the inconsistency of results.

8 Solution proposal

Two approaches were evaluated to address the problem:

1. Implementing teamwork to gain a synergetic effect
2. Implementing an up front engineering analysis based on code assessment.

The first approach was to leverage the benefits from human factor engineering practices, to establish a process of assessment by a common group – achieving synergy with a commonality of understanding and language. All defect prevention actions will be based on the team knowledge, not the variety of the individual views. Equally important, any of the resultant actions will have buy-in from the team and will be supported. This approach can be used to assess process issues and screening effectiveness criteria.

However, if the individual behaviour varies significantly, this could be as well a problem while assessing the behaviour of independent teams. Unfortunately, no reproducibility studies were performed by the teams in the case study presented in the article referenced in Section 2 [3]. If we assume that variation of observation and judgment on the individual level could be observed on the team level as well, the problem persists.

To avoid this issue and reach agreement on the defect prevention actions, the focus should be moved from gathering more data by independent entities and then choosing actions to collecting less data by one team (on more critical issues) and have this team engaged in choosing the defect prevention activities. Also important is that the proper assessment (if a proper one could be defined at all) is the consistent cause and effect relation between the observed problems and the chosen defect prevention activities.

The second approach utilizes the mapping of software code in the predefined system areas (unique functionalities), and the mapping of features on the code (if possible, very specific tracking of defects to the code area could be widely useful in testing prioritization and planning [1]. This approach is narrowed to a strict engineering point of view (identifying system areas and features which are the main source of defects).
This approach could at least minimize the problems depicted earlier:

1. A form of standardization made upfront (based on the assessment of code areas and a decision which functional areas are impacted)

2. Execution of RCA process in such a way that little or no ambiguity is observed (a set of engineers together assesses the defects):
   a. By sharing the knowledge/experience we gain synergy and commonality of observation and judgment
   b. Bias must not be considered, as we cannot establish an independent standard to which we want to compare
   c. Precision is not an issue (this implies no issue because no measurements are done by different operators). This leads to a consequence: we are unable to question precision, however, we are sure that the actions taken based on such data will address the issue in a more convenient and consistent way (due to the synergy which could be observed).

Both approaches produce meaningful data; however, how they will be applied depends on the nature of expected output.

There is still no ‘silver bullet’ when taking into account human factors during the assessment. The issue is caused mainly by the fact that the measurement system for subjective data collection, actually the very instrument, which we want to calibrate, is the human brain.

9 Summary

The RCA process should take advantage on differences among engaged engineers, building on creativity and synergy of complementary views. People are different and will differ in terms of their perspective, past experience, and a level of knowledge. All these characteristics constitute a filter through which they derive their conclusions and, in particular, classify defects.

The vital information for further processing should be consistent and valid, as it becomes feedback information which guides the testing process towards revealing more defects before they reach a customer and directly influences testing efficiency and effectiveness. Thus, until we can completely eliminate the human out of defect categorization process, the uncertainty about subjective information will remain. Any approach which brings us closer to understanding the nature of our data and assessment process itself, will result in better ‘calibration’ of the feedback system used in software engineering.

Our case study shows that defect categorization done by different engineers should be used only with great caution as the data obtained proved to depend largely on the assessor. Nevertheless, two new approaches were proposed (i.e. team assessment and system area/feature categorization) and the first studies on the data they provide show promising improvement. Still further research is required in this direction.
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